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      The Cheriton School of Computer Science is named for David R. Cheriton, who earned his PhD in Computer Science at the University of Waterloo in 1978. In 2005, Professor Cheriton made a transformational gift to the school that supports named chairs, faculty fellowships, and graduate scholarships.



	
		
			Discover our latest achievements by following our news. Upcoming talks on a range of computer science topics are found under events.


			 


			Please go to contact, open positions or visit if you have a question about school programs or services, would like to know more about faculty positions available or plan to visit our school.

		

	






    


    
          

    
  
 

 

  




          News

        	Mar. 28, 2024Florian Kerschbaum receives $2 million grant from ORF to enhance data security in fintech and manufacturing[image: photo of Professors Florian Kerschbaum and N. Asokan]Professor Florian Kerschbaum has been awarded $2 million through the Ontario Research Fund to develop innovative data science and machine learning techniques aimed at safeguarding Ontario’s financial technology and manufacturing sectors from inadvertent data leaks. The project, led by Professor Kerschbaum as principal investigator and Professor N. Asokan as co-principal investigator, will enhance data security in these critical industries.


	Mar. 27, 2024"A push-up to $6.5K USD": William Wang wins big at ETHDenver’s 2024 Hackathon[image: William Wang performing 10 push-ups as his teammate Xavier cheers him on during the duo's pitch for the closing ceremony]William Wang, a third-year undergraduate student, earned one of the top prizes at ETHDenver, held from February 23 to March 3, 2024.


	Mar. 26, 2024Daniel Vogel and colleagues form Inria Associate Team to explore input for real-time interaction[image: Professor Daniel Vogel in Peter Russell Rock Garden]Professor Daniel Vogel at the Cheriton School of Computer Science, Professor Géry Casiez at France’s University of Lille, and researchers Mathieu Nancel and Sylvain Malacria at the Inria centre at the University of Lille, have been funded to create an Associate Team at Inria — France’s National Institute for Research in Digital Science and Technology.




Read all news




    Events

    	Apr. 9, 202416th Annual Waterloo Brain Day[image: Brain Day 2024 graphic]Waterloo’s Centre for Theoretical Neuroscience supports the development of robust explanatory theories of mind and brain through education and research.


In pursuit of that goal the CTN has invited four internationally renowned speakers to present generally accessible lectures from each of the perspectives of neuroscience, computational neuroscience, psychology and philosophy on the ideas of mind, brain, theories and models.


	Apr. 9, 2024PhD Seminar • Artificial Intelligence • Information Transmission on Social Networks with Preference HomophilyPlease note: This PhD seminar will take place online.


Valerie Platsko, PhD candidate
David R. Cheriton School of Computer Science


Supervisor: Professor Kate Larson


	Apr. 9, 2024Master’s Thesis Presentation • Data Systems • CAMEO: Explaining Consensus and Expertise Across MOdelsPlease note: This master’s thesis presentation will take place online.


Andy Yu, Master’s candidate
David R. Cheriton School of Computer Science


Supervisor: Professor Lukasz Golab




All upcoming events
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	David R. Cheriton School of Computer Science

		University of Waterloo

		Waterloo, Ontario

		Canada N2L 3G1

		Phone: 519-888-4567 ext. 33293

		Fax: 519-885-1208
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    The University of Waterloo acknowledges that much of our work takes place on the traditional territory of the Neutral, Anishinaabeg and Haudenosaunee peoples. Our main campus is situated on the Haldimand Tract, the land granted to the Six Nations that includes six miles on each side of the Grand River. Our active work toward reconciliation takes place across our campuses through research, learning, teaching, and community building, and is co-ordinated within the Office of Indigenous Relations.
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